The impact mechanism of wind power ramp events on the system reserve demand is studied at multi-time scales, reserve optimization problem in response to wind power ramp events is transferred into optimal flexibility envelope tracking problem, flexibility envelope is used to determine the reserve deployed pattern and unit output adjustment pattern of system, so as to balance the reliability and safety during power system operation. In numerical examples, the dispatch strategies between flexible envelope model at 5-min time-scale, traditional reserve decision model at 15-min and hourly time-scale in response to wind power ramp events are contrasted, which shows the superiority of the dispatch strategy of flexible envelope model at 5-min time-scale in response to wind power ramp events.
INTRODUCTION
Wind power ramp events [1] [2] , driven by extreme weather conditions, such as tornado, strong convective weather and other inclement weather, have drawn people's attention. With the increasing penetration of wind power, huge impact and operational risk will be brought by wind power ramp events, thus safe and stable operation of power system will be challenged.
At this stage the aspect of prediction [3] is concentrated on the research of wind power ramp events, however the prediction accuracy needs to be further improved [4] .The feasibility of applying it to dispatch department needs further study [5] [6] . Therefore in order to deal with the uncertain wind power ramp events, the allocation of sufficient spinning reserve is an important mean to reduce the risk of system operation. At the same time, reasonable spinning reserve allocation is needed in order to balance the economy of the system. In recent years, many experts and scholars have done a number of studies in the field of spinning reserve and economic dispatch with the consideration of wind power. The method of cost-benefit analysis is adopted in [7] [8] , the cost of load loss and wind power curtailment is converted to the risk cost and is included in the objective function, which makes the risk cost and the reserve cost mutually restraint so as to obtain the reserve allocation that balance reliability and economy; however when facing with high risk wind power ramp event, the ___________________________ State Grid Shandong Electric Power Research Institute, Ji'nan, Shandong Province, China 250002 State Grid Shandong Electric Power Company, Ji'nan, Shandong Province, China 250000
method cannot be applied if the specific risk level needs to be met. In study [9] the reliability index and reserve capacity is linked so that reserve capacity to meet certain reliability levels is obtained; yet the study adopted hourly time-scales and is difficult to apply to wind power ramp event which is found to be unconventional changes of power fluctuation. In the aspect of prediction accuracy, hourly time scales, such as 24h, 6h or 1h, are concerned with the prediction of wind power at each time interval, and the prediction accuracy and resolution are low, it is difficult to reflect the dramatic change rate of the wind power within 1h at hourly time-scales. In the aspect of mathematical model, it is needed to focus on the unit commitment strategy of conventional unit at hourly time-scales, while it is difficult to change the unit commitment strategy when the prediction results show that the severe wind power ramp is about to come. In addition, the hourly dispatch with the time scale of 24h, 6h or 1h only consider the reserve allocation amount, it is unable to make corresponding decisions according to different characteristics of wind power ramp events.
In this paper, reserve optimization problem of wind power ramp events is converted into optimal flexible envelope tracking problem, flexible envelope is adopted to determine the reserve deployment pattern and the units output adjustment pattern when the wind power ramp event arrives. In the numerical studies, the comparison is carried out between flexible envelope model at 5-min time scale, traditional reserve decision model at 15-min time scale and at hourly time scale. Thus indicates the superiority of flexible envelope model.
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF FLEXIBLE ENVELOPE MODEL
By the literature [10] the reserve optimization problem of power system with wind power can be transferred into optimal flexibility envelope tracking problem, and to ensure that the system has sufficient flexibility (power system flexibility) to deal with the random fluctuation of wind power.
A power system with large scale wind power integration, the flexible envelope of conventional units must include its every possible output change. flexible demand envelope of system must contain all possible net load changes; similarly, the total system output adjustment envelope also contains flexible demand envelope, otherwise phenomenon of load shedding or wind power curtailment will occur.
In Figure 1 , the flexible envelope ( ; ) 
If the trajectory ( ; ) p k τ is moving upward at s τ = , then the nth order derivative at the point s τ = is constrained by the upward flexible envelope:
Formulas (1) and (2) correspond to formulas (8) and (9) in flexible constraints, respectively. Tracking system's flexible demand envelope dynamically is a "min-max control problem" [11] , we hope to make the minimum cost of tracking net load's random variation, while satisfying the flexible dynamic constraints of unit in the system. In the process of tracking the flexible demand envelope of power system, the slack variable is introduced, and the slack variable correspond to load loss or wind power curtailment. In order to simplify the model, the slack variable is defined as the 1 G N + adjustable unit. The two closed envelopes are the limit of output variation trajectory, define the actual running time k as a starting time, this is the two envelopes' cross point and represent the power balance at the present time.
Therefore, the objective function of the optimal flexible envelope tracking problem is:
The constraints that need to be satisfied are as follows:
The power balance constraint at the current running time k (initial condition, 0 τ = ) is:
Boundary condition 1,...,
System flexible constraint:
Envelope tracking constraint:
In the state variables 
( ; ), ( ; ),..., ( ; )
Thus, the cost of the high order ramp is taken into account in the objective function, and it can be seen that if the system needs higher accuracy to reflect the actual ramping ability of the unit, the introduction of the higher order ramp is of crucial.
Above all, G N is the total number of conventional units, n is the number of derivative, It is needed to explain that, in the literature [10] , it is also involved that in a period of time before the system current running state, there are many trajectories that reach current running state in the system, it is also needed to use two half envelopes to constrain. So in the literature [10] , the evolution [12] 
of the backward envelope represent the recovery ability to the current running state ( ) q k of the conventional unit ramping, which represent the recovery of flexibility.
FLEXIBLE ENVELOPE MODEL IN RESPONSE TO WIND POWER RAMP EVENTS Objective Function of Flexible Envelope Model
When the wind power ramp event is about to come, the system needs to respond in time to deploy the corresponding reserve capacity, and then increase the output to resist the drastic variation of net load. Flexible envelope model is used to respond to high risk wind power ramp events, which corresponds to 5-min time scale decision-making, so as to reveal their superiority to the traditional model of the corresponding 15-min and hourly time scales of the decision-making, the details will be given. The objective function of the flexible envelope model for high risk wind power ramp events is as follows. 
The objective function is to minimize the total cost in the dispatch period with wind power ramp events involved, including the operation cost of the current state, flexible tracking cost and load curtailment or wind loss of the unit. In the slack variables, load loss or wind curtailment are priced higher, therefore accurately track the system's flexible demand firstly, so as to meet the security of the system in response to wind power ramp events. Consider the economy of system operation secondly. In the formula, i b is the incremental cost coefficient, 
Constraints Satisfied in the System
When considering wind power ramp events, the constraints that the system needs to meet are as follows:
1) Active power balance constraint
The power balance constraint ensures the power balance at hourly net load forecast level of (0) nl .
2) Boundary conditions min min (0), 1,...,
The boundary conditions limit the deployable reserve capacity of the system, and ensure that the forward and the backward envelope will achieve the same maximum or minimum system capacity. In which, min Gi P and max Gi P are the minimum and maximum output of the unit.
3) Flexible envelope constraint of conventional units
When confronting the wind power ramp event of shorter ramp duration and larger ramp amplitude, adopting first-order dynamic ramping model of conventional unit to define ramp constraints, so as to better meet the system's flexible demand of the extreme variation of net load, correspond to the decision-making at 5-min time scale. The first order dynamic ramp constraint of the conventional unit is as follows:
Flexible envelope constraint of downward and backward tendency:
Flexible envelope constraint of upward and backward tendency:
) ( ) ( ( 1))
Flexible envelope constraint of downward and forward tendency: 
While with regard to the wind power ramp event of longer ramp duration and smaller ramp amplitude, adopting traditional reserve decision model with fixed maximum ramping rate can meet the system's demand, corresponds to the strategy of 15-min and hourly time scale, the ramp constraints are as follows. 
T R p t p t T R
In which, max i R is the maximum ramping rate of conventional units, and the formula is: 
In the above constraints, the flexible demand variable on the right side of the equation is determined by the following equations, representing the flexible demand envelope starting
In the above formula, r τ is time constants. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the flexible envelope model in response to wind power ramp events, the expected loss of load EENS and expected wind energy curtailment EWEC are calculated in the case of D wind power ramp events:
refer to the load loss and wind power curtailment at time t at the scene of the d-th wind power ramp event, respectively.
CASE STUDIES
In order to verify the effectiveness of the flexible envelope model, simulations are carried out in this section. The system consists of 15 thermal generators and a wind farm with capacity of 400MW. The total capacity of the system is 2200MW. Table I is inspired by literature [10] and IEEE-RTS79 system. This section considers only the ramp-down events of wind power, assuming that the starting time, ramping duration and ramp amplitude of wind power ramp events obey the normal distribution. The load shedding in the model should be the most urgent means of the system, and the penalty coefficient is $1000/MW.
The Variation of Total Output and Reserve with Time
Adopting forecasted two continuous ramp-down events with shorter duration to reveal the advantage of 5-min strategy of flexible envelope model in response to wind power ramp events. The mean value of start time of the first ramp-down event is 6:00, the mean value of duration is 15min, the mean value of ramp amplitude is 40%. the mean value of duration of the second ramp-down event is 20min, the mean value of ramp amplitude is 30%. Wind power increase slowly between the two ramp-down events, however unable to meet the standard of wind power ramp events, the mean value of duration is 10min. In order to verify the validity of the flexible envelope model of wind power ramp events at 5-min scale, three different models are set up for comparison. Model 1: adopt flexible envelope model at 5-min time scale. Model 2: adopt the traditional reserve decision model at 15-min time scale. Model 3: adopt the traditional reserve decision model at hourly time scale. At the time 6h-7h when the wind power ramp events have a greater impact on the system, system's total output adjustment in one random simulation and system's flexible envelope at 6:00 of model 1 are given in Figure 2 . Figure 3 shows the variation of system deployed reserve capacity with time of model 1 of one random simulation, along with the variation of the allocation of reserve capacity with time on the basis of numerous wind power ramp scenarios. It can be seen that, with the increase of wind power ramping amount and the increase of net load, the total output of the conventional unit in the system shows an increasing trend in the 6:00-7:00 time period. System dispatch results of model 1 of 5-min time scale meticulously reflect system deployed reserve and output adjustment at every 5min during the wind power ramp events in order to respond, which it is hard to provide by 15min and hourly time scales, so model 1 of 5-min time scale is more accurate. The first ramp-down event is more severe, the system needs to deploy much reserve to reduce the load loss, so that the total output of the system increases faster and faster in the former 15min. Wind power increases slowly between the two ramp-down events, so the circumstance of deployed reserve diminish occurs at 5-min time scale, the total output of the system decreases at this stage, while it is difficult for model 2 of 15-min time scale to accurately reflect this phenomenon, which is more difficult for model 3 of hourly time scale to reflect this phenomenon. The second ramp-down event is less severe, because of the mean value of the duration of the wind power ramp event is 20min, wind power ramp in most wind power ramp scenes have ended before 7:00, at this time dispatch results of hourly time scale can only reflect the reserve allocation and total output at 7:00, dispatch results of 15-min time scale show that system's total reserve of time before 7:00 have been closed to the value of 7:00, while the dispatch results of 5-min time scale is more accurate. It is needed to explain that, model 2 and model 3 of 15-min and hourly time scale are the optimal reserve allocation based on all wind power ramp scenes, that is to say only according to wind power ramp events forecasting information in advance in order to allocate corresponding reserve capacity. However during the actual operation of power system, it is difficult to accurately track the random variation of net load if the dispatch is carried out based on the dispatch results of model 2 and model 3. The phenomenon of lack of reserve will occur when the wind power ramp scenes are severe, while The phenomenon of reserve redundancy will occur when the wind power ramp scenes are less severe, further more in model 2 and model 3 the planned total output of conventional units are set to be equal to the forecasting value of net load, the allocated reserve is merely equal to the actual value of net load minus forecasting value, thus ignores the variation of operating point during the operation, so it is difficult for model 2 and model 3 to apply to large amplitude wind power ramp in one hour. Therefore highlights the effectiveness of the 5-min time scale flexible envelope model, that is, make corresponding measures aimed at each wind power ramp scene, the variation of operating point is considered, thus achieves rolling optimization dispatch, The random variation of net load is well tracked, thus respond to wind power ramp events effectively. What's more, the units' total flexible envelope and flexible demand envelope of initial operating point are given in Figure 2 . The units' total flexible envelope represent the ultimate limit of output and reserve deployment that the system can achieve starting from the initial state, therefore there are two flexible envelopes at each operating point, evolving upward or downward, meanwhile evolving forward or backward (draw out would be more chaos), two backward flexible envelope can be drawn at the last decision point in the study period, represent the recovery ability from the operation state before the last decision point to the last decision operating point. The flexible demand envelope enveloping the possible trajectories of net load, It is worth noting that, it is needed for the units' total flexible envelope enveloping flexible demand envelope well, and then ensures the flexibility of system to respond to wind power ramp events, and to maintain safe and stable operation of system.
Optimal dispatch results
EENS in response to wind power ramp events, prevention cost, cost of load loss and total cost under 3 models are given in Table II . Comparison results show that, 5-min time scale flexible envelope model 1 aims at each wind power ramp scene to make corresponding dispatch strategy, it can accurately track the rise of net load when the wind power ramp event arrives, thus the EENS is smaller than the traditional reserve decision model, and the cost of load loss is also smaller. While the traditional reserve decision model of 15-min and hourly time scale merely give an optimal dispatch strategy based on multiple wind power ramp scenes, when the wind power ramp is severe, the phenomenon of lack of reserve and increase of load loss will occur based on the dispatch strategy of model 2 and model 3, and in the actual operation of power grid, model 2 and model 3 failed to consider the variation of system's operating point, thus it is difficult to accurately track the random variation of net load, therefore the flexible envelope model is more flexible. Compare the prevention cost and the total cost of 3 models, although the flexible envelope model increases the prevention cost and total cost in response to wind power ramp events in order to ensure the flexibility of the system, it lower the expected loss of load, and ensures the safe and stable operation of system under wind power ramp events. Therefore, flexible envelope model in response to wind power ramp events at 5-min time scale ensures the flexibility to respond to extreme fluctuation of net load, and then respond to wind power ramp events well, effectively reduce the expected load loss at every 5min in one hour when the wind power ramp event arrives. In addition, In addition, the penalty coefficient fine-tuning of slack variables can help decision-makers to formulate dispatch schemes that meet the system's demands, and limit the expected loss of load within an acceptable range, for example, the expected loss of load can be reduced by increasing the penalty coefficient of load loss.
CONCLUSION
Flexible envelope model is adopted in this paper in order to balance the reliability and safety during power system operation when wind power ramp events arrive. The flexible envelope model modifies the fixed first order ramp rate of conventional units in the traditional reserve decision model to the dynamic ramp rate, which the ramp rate is related with the output level at the current time of the units. Thus the first order dynamic ramp model of conventional units is adopted to respond to the severe wind power ramp events in one hour, corresponding to the strategy of 5-min time scale.
It is concluded from the numerical studies that, the dispatch strategy of 5-min time scale can be more accurate and reasonable to deploy reserve and adjust the units' output compared to 15-min and hourly time scale, therefore respond to the variation of wind power at every 5min, the possible circumstance of load loss in one hour at successive wind power ramp
